The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5%
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain 2 Entry composition i ○ There are 3 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 37748 atoms, of which 18886 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• 3 Residue-property plots i ○ These plots are drawn for all protein, RNA and DNA chains in the entry. The first graphic for a chain summarises the proportions of the various outlier classes displayed in the second graphic. The second graphic shows the sequence view annotated by issues in geometry. Residues are colorcoded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: Telomere length regulator protein RIF1
Chain A :   GLY  GLY  GLY  ARG  GLU  LEU  SER  ALA  SER  ASN  SER  ASP  ASN  VAL  SER  PRO  VAL  THR  LYS  SER  VAL  ALA  PHE  SER  ASP  ARG  ILE  GLU  SER  SER  PRO  ILE  TYR  ARG  ILE  PRO  GLY  SER  SER  PRO  LYS  PRO  SER  PRO  SER  SER  LYS  PRO  GLY  LYS  SER  ILE  LEU  ARG  ASN  ARG  LEU  PRO  SER  VAL   ARG  THR  VAL  SER  ASP  LEU  SER  TYR  ASN  LYS  LEU  GLN  TYR  THR  GLN  HIS  LYS  LEU  HIS  ASN  GLY  ASN  ILE  PHE  THR  SER  PRO  TYR  LYS  E185  T186  R187  V188  N189  E194  Y195  W196  G199  E200  I201  V205  E212  F213  K214  E215  R225  Q226  E227  V232  A233  R234  R235  I245   T251  E256  S289  S290  E291  K292  Y301  F315  K319  R324  A341  R360  K363  I387  N388  N391  Y394  R401  S405  R426  D455  F456  V457  D458  E459  I463  S470  P471  E474  E478  N487  S488  Y489  D490  K496  Q505   N509  L525  S534  E544  N553  H561  P562  K563  R573  T576  Y577  S584  Q585  K586  S596  Y608  S632  N633  K634  T650  P651  D655  V684  E687  R688  LYS  TYR  LYS  K692  E703  K706  L707  K708  S711  R720  M726  L748   E756  D757  D760  R785  R805  K806  N807  S810  L811  V821  L832  R838  D857  I878  S879  F880  V913  N914  S925  N926  N945  V946  D947  T950  R972  N973  S998  L1005  P1006  R1007  S1011  R1030  L1038  E1061  M1074  I1078  E1079  P1080   L1081  F1082  N1093  L1098  F1111  L1119  P1128  N1129  L1133  K1139  I1140  E1141  E1150  L1164  E1165  K1166  L1167  K1168  E1169  N1177  S1181  N1182  M1183  Q1184  K1187  R1194  L1201  P1204  R1207  I1220  L1221  P1222  P1223  N1224  P1225  N1226  Y1227  Q1228  T1229  D1238  N1244   R1245  K1246  F1247  K1248  D1249  K1250  R1251  T1252  Y1253  K1262  E1266  Q1272  GLY  ASP  SER  SER  LYS  GLU  ILE  GLU  ALA  ILE  PRO  ASP  THR  LYS  SER  MET  TYR  ILE  PRO  CYS  GLU  GLY  SER  GLU  ASN  LYS  LEU  SER  ASN  LEU  GLN  ARG  LYS  VAL  ASP  SER  GLN  ASP  ILE  GLN  VAL  PRO  ALA  THR  GLN   GLY  MET  LYS  GLU • TYR  ASN  LYS  LEU  GLN  TYR  THR  GLN  HIS  LYS  LEU  HIS  ASN  GLY  ASN  ILE  PHE  THR  SER  PRO  TYR  LYS  E185  T186  R187  V188  N189  P190  R191  E194  Y195  W196  G199  E200  I201  V205  E212  F213  K214  E215  R225  Q226  E227  V232  A233  R234  R235   I245  I248  L249  T250  T251  K252  E291  K292  Y301  A341  R360  K363  S370  N371  I387  N388  Y394  R426  D431  D455  F456  V457  D458  E459  I463  E478  L486  Y489  D490  K496  Q505  Q506  N509  L525  S534  E544 N553  N554  N560  R565  R573  T576  Y577  S584  S596  Y608  T650  P651  D655  K680  N681  A682  D683  V684  A685  L686  E687  ARG  LYS  TYR  K691  E703  L707  K708  R720  M726  L748  E756  D757  D760  R785  R805  K806  N807  S810  L811   V821  L832  D835  R838  D857  F880  S885  P912  V913  N914  L915  S935  Y936  E941  D947  S955  L956  L966  R971  R972  R1007  S1008  R1009  Y1012  F1020  R1030  L1038  E1061  R1067  I1078  E1079  P1080  L1081  F1082  N1093  E1108   F1111  L1119  N1129  L1133  K1139  I1140  E1141  D1146  E1150  L1164  E1165  K1166  E1169  L1172  Q1184  R1194  L1201  L1205  S1206  R1207  I1220  P1225  N1226  D1238  H1243  F1247  K1248  D1249  T1256  L1257  I1264  Q1265  E1266  Q1272  GLY  ASP  SER  SER   LYS  GLU  ILE  GLU  ALA  ILE  PRO  ASP  THR  LYS  SER  MET  TYR  ILE  PRO  CYS  GLU  GLY  SER  GLU  ASN  LYS  LEU  SER  ASN  LEU  GLN  ARG  LYS  VAL  ASP  SER  GLN  ASP  ILE  GLN  VAL  PRO  ALA  THR  GLN  GLY  MET  LYS  GLU • Molecule 2: DNA (60-MER)
Chain C:
• Molecule 3: DNA (30-MER)
Chain D :   T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8  T9  T10  T11  T12  T13  T14  T15  T16  T17  T18  T19  T20  T21  T22  T23  T24  T25  T26  T27  T28  T29  T30 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ Xtriage's analysis on translational NCS is as follows: The largest off-origin peak in the Patterson function is 6.43% of the height of the origin peak. No significant pseudotranslation is detected.
1 Intensities estimated from amplitudes.
2 Theoretical values of < |L| >, < L 2 > for acentric reflections are 0.5, 0.333 respectively for untwinned datasets, and 0.375, 0.2 for perfectly twinned datasets.
5 Model quality i ○
Standard geometry i ○
The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). 
Mol

Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. 5NW5 1  A  8820  9096  9094  11  0  1  B  8818  9096  9094  5  0  2  C  627  332  332  0  0  3  D  597  362  362  0  0  All  All  18862  18886  18882  16  0 The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 0.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (16) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○
Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5NW5 In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. Some sidechains can be flipped to improve hydrogen bonding and reduce clashes. There are no such sidechains identified.
Mol
RNA i ○
There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
There are no ligands in this entry.
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry.
